Viruses package their genome in a robust protein coat to protect it during transmission between cells and organisms. In a reaction termed uncoating, the virus is progressively weakened during entry into cells. At the end of the uncoating process the genome separates, becomes transcriptionally active, and initiates the production of progeny. Here, we triggered the disruption of single human adenovirus capsids with atomic force microscopy, and followed genome exposure by single molecule fluorescence microscopy. This method allowed the comparison of immature (non-infectious) and mature (infectious) adenovirus particles. We observed two condensation states of the fluorescently labeled genome, a feature of the virus that may be related to infectivity. Beyond tracking the unpacking of virus genomes this approach may find application in testing the cargo release of bio-inspired delivery vehicles.
Introduction
Viruses present an elegant solution for packing, transporting and delivering nucleic acids into hosts 1 . They inspired the design of transporters of artificial cargo with applications from nanomedicine to synthetic biology. 2, 3 The success of both viruses and artificial transporters relies on their ability to shield the cargo and to release it at the right location. Misdelivery of genomes can provoke innate immunity reactions and prevent viral replication. 4 Viruses that infect eukaryotic cells usually undergo structural changes leading to complete capsid disassembly and release of the viral genome. [5] [6] [7] Conformational transitions in the capsid can be triggered by cellular cues, such as receptor binding, the ionic environment, or mechanical cues. [8] [9] [10] [11] Whether the released cargo carries out its designated function depends not only on its protection by the capsid but, in many cases, also requires a maturation step to render the cargo active. [12] [13] [14] [15] Thus, a better understanding of the mechanisms that both viruses and artificial nanoparticles employ for cargo delivery, demands an integrated approach involving structural dynamics of the capsid, and the physical state of the cargo.
We addressed the uncoating of human adenovirus, a non-enveloped 95 nm large icosahedral virus with a double stranded DNA (dsDNA) genome. 16 During transmission the viral genome is protected and condensed as a core within the capsid coat (figure 1a). Uncoating starts at the plasma membrane of the target cell. Here, the virus binds with its fibers to mobile receptor molecules (CAR), while the penton fiber-bases interact with confined secondary receptor molecules (integrins). 9, 17, 18 The combined mechanical interactions result in fiber shedding, and presumably also penton release. This facilitates the liberation of a fraction of the viral membrane lytic protein VI, which forms small pores in the plasma membrane. 19 These pores are too small for the virus to penetrate, but they trigger a membrane repair process which eventually leads to the uptake of the virus in endosomes. The membrane lytic function of protein VI is enhanced by an increase of cellular ceramide lipid levels which leads to an early rupture of the endosomal membrane, notably in a pH independent manner. [19] [20] [21] [22] Upon access to the cytosol, the viral genome remains in a partially disrupted capsid which is transported along microtubules by motor-proteins to the nuclear pore complexes where it docks. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] At the nuclear pore complex, the genome is released by mechanical forces arising from the antagonistic action of kinesin motor-proteins against the holding force of the nuclear pore complex where the virus is attached. 10 Both phases of disassembly have been demonstrated by cryo-electron tomography in purified adenovirus particles. 28 Upon thermal or acidic stress, mildly disrupted particles lacking a few pentons and peripheral core material were observed. Under harsher conditions the capsid shell cracked open and the viral genome was released in a highly cooperative way. Intriguingly, single molecule fluorescence experiments on infected cells showed that single adenovirus genomes separated from the capsid appeared slightly larger in size than the capsid enclosed genome. 27 This suggests some sort of decondensation of the genome upon release from the capsid.
Since the early 2000s, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) has emerged as a unique technique to measure mechanical stability of protein cages in a near physiological liquid environment. 29 By indenting single protein shells with the AFM probe the elasticity and failure limits of many different protein cages have been measured. [30] [31] [32] This showed that many virus protein capsids behave like elastic and robust nanocontainers. 33, 34 AFM has also been used to track the disassembly process of virus capsids by measuring the structural transitions triggered by changes in pH. 7, 35 Furthermore, AFM has been used to apply well-controlled forces to single capsids to trigger capsid disruption. For adenovirus, AFM-induced disruption follows the same sequence as the uncoating in vivo, starting with release of pentons, followed by capsid disruption at increasing mechanical force. 36 Here we aimed to better understand how the DNA genome is released from adenovirus during mechanical disassembly. The adenovirus genome is a mini-chromosome composed of a 35 kbp long dsDNA molecule and about 25 MDa of condensing proteins. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] The exact architecture of this DNA-protein core is unknown. Adenoviruses assemble in the nucleus of the infected cell, and require a maturation step to become infectious. 42, 43 During this step, the viral protease (AVP) which is packed in the capsid, cleaves the condensing proteins along with other capsid proteins 42, 44 , which leads to a change in the organization of the viral core as observed by electron microscopy. 28, 45 The temperature sensitive adenovirus mutant TS1 fails to package functional protease, contains uncleaved core proteins, and is not infectious. 43 In earlier work, based on AFM imaging, we found that after mechanical rupturing of virus capsids, the viral core of the TS1 mutant remained visible as a condensed blob whereas the core of the WT virus could not be resolved. 36 These results already suggested a difference in core organization which could lead to different diffusive behavior of the genome after uncoating. To follow up this speculation we combined AFM and single molecule fluorescence microscopy to specifically observe genome uncoating from wild type and TS1 adenovirus. The combination of these techniques allows simultaneous manipulation and imaging of samples, which can be applied for the measurement of mechanical properties of single proteins and the identification of specific components in complex assemblies. [46] [47] [48] Upon disassembling single viruses, we find that the core of the wild type virus (mature) expands more and has better accessibility to the fluorescent dye than the TS1 core (immature), which indicates a loosening of its architecture upon maturation. This loss of structural organization may be important for viral transcription in the cell nucleus.
Results

Combining single molecule fluorescence with high resolution AFM
We used the AFM probe to crack open single viral capsids. The genome exposure was tracked with a DNA specific intercalating fluorescent dye (YOYO-1) that could only access the DNA after the capsid had been opened up (figure 1b). To be able to collect fluorescent signals from the released virus genomes during AFM manipulation we integrated a single molecule fluorescence microscope in our AFM. To minimize increase of AFM noise, induced by the added components for fluorescence microscopy, we optimized the opto-mechanical design. Both the camera and the excitation laser were mechanically and thermally isolated from the AFM to limit heat and vibration transmission (Figure 2a ). Figure 2b shows that in this configuration both mature and immature human adenoviruses can be imaged with AFM in buffer at sufficient high resolution to clearly resolve the icosahedral structure. To excite only the fluorescent dye molecules close to the surface we used a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) layout. This is necessary to minimize the background signal from the AFM probe itself that remains largely out of the evanescent excitation field. 49 For the mechanical unpacking measurements with AFM, the viral capsids need to be firmly immobilized via Ni 2+ ions to freshly cleaved mica substrates. 36 To enable the use of a high numerical aperture (NA) microscope objective for fluorescent imaging, we glued a thin disc of mica onto a microscope coverslip (see methods). Figure S1 shows that this solution provides single fluorescent molecule sensitivity in the presence of the AFM probe.
Slow genome unpacking
First, we verified that we could monitor the exposure of the viral genome during gradual mechanical uncoating of the virus. To this end we mimicked the uncoating process of human adenoviruses with fatigue experiments. Single capsids were repeatedly subjected to small indentations below the rupture strength, which ultimately resulted in a stepwise disruption of the shell. 36 Figure 3 and movie S1 show a mechanical fatigue experiment performed on a mature adenovirus particle. YOYO-1, which shows an increase in fluorescence intensity of 3 orders of magnitude upon binding dsDNA 50 , was present in the buffer at 300 nM to monitor the exposure of the genome. The virus was imaged 21 times (where each scan line was performed forward and backward). After each scan, the fluorescence intensity was collected to monitor genome exposure. The first AFM frame in figure 3a shows the scan of the intact viral particle. The first fluorescence frame presents background noise confirming that the capsid is intact and the dsDNA is inaccessible to YOYO-1. In AFM frame 7, the viral particle has lost its first vertex capsomer (penton, indicated with a circle). In the corresponding fluorescence frame 7 a dim intensity spot appeared, which remained stable until frame 16. From AFM frame 17 new defects appeared until at frame 21 the particle was completely disrupted. The corresponding fluorescence frames show that the emission intensity (figure 3b) increases with capsid disruption, which indicates that the DNA genome becomes increasingly accessible to YOYO-1 and remains co-localized with the capsid. The genome itself remains invisible in the AFM scans due to its softness and mobility. This experiment shows that the method is sensitive enough to detect the release of a single pentameric capsomer via an increase in fluorescence intensity.
Fast genome unpacking
Because capsid disassembly during fatigue experiments is a stochastic process 36 the slow genome unpacking assay would result in a distribution of capsids at various stages of uncoating and thus in a high variability of the fluorescent signals obtained from different particles. To synchronize disassembly, we sought a method for fast removal of the capsid, so that we could investigate the physical state of the viral genome itself. The AFM scans in figure 4 a show that the capsid can be completely disrupted within 0.5 s by performing a single force curve with a maximum force of around 15 nN, well above the rupture strength of the capsid 28 (see methods).
Prior to the force curve the capsid was intact, while afterward it was completely disassembled leaving the viral core exposed. Figure 4a shows that no fluorescent signal was present before the force curve while afterward a bright spot appeared due to the viral genome becoming accessible to the YOYO-1 dye. The corresponding time trace of the experiment (figure 4b) confirms that the intensity of the fluorescence signal increases at the moment when the high force is applied, and remains high after the AFM probe has retracted (Movie S2). With the fast unpacking assay we can synchronize the fluorescence intensity curves with sub-second accuracy which provides a method to investigate the changes in genome organization in more detail.
Maturation increases the accessibility of the adenovirus core for YOYO-1 molecules
To investigate if the structural differences between the viral cores of the mature and immature viruses have an effect on their diffusion after release, we repeated the fast genome unpacking assay on both viruses. If the viral core remains compact after unpacking, which we expect for the immature particle, it will be difficult for the dye to access binding sites. If, on the other hand, the nucleoprotein complex expands after unpacking, binding of the dye to the DNA will be enhanced. We performed fast unpacking experiments on 16 mature and 17 immature adenovirus particles and recorded the fluorescence intensity for 80 seconds after opening the capsids. Figure   4c shows the average fluorescence emission for both cases. Consistent with the behavior shown in figure 4b, the emission rises sharply after rupturing the capsids and continues to increase slowly afterward. This increase represents the average rate of binding minus bleaching of the YOYO-1 molecules. Under our conditions, the binding rate of new YOYO-1 molecules is higher than their bleaching rate. The averaged signal for the mature genomes is higher than that of the immature genomes. This agrees with a looser organization of the mature genome which leads to a better accessibility for the dye.
The mature adenovirus core expands after release
To further evaluate the possible expansion of the mature genome after fast unpacking, we measured the size of the fluorescent spot. The diffraction limited resolution of our optical system restricts the size of the smallest spot that we can observe to a radius of about 200 nm which is larger than the intact virus (95 nm). However, if the labeled sample is a collection of spatially spread point sources, this will lead to a dilation of the imaged spot from which we can estimate the expansion of the viral core. We quantified the width by fitting a 2D Gaussian function to the imaged fluorescent spots. When we compared the spot sizes from 100 nm and 200 nm diameter fluorescent beads we found an increase in width from 208 nm to 253 nm ( Figure S2 ). To compare the genome condensation state in both virus types we determined the spot size in each frame of all fluorescence movies. Figure 5a shows the average fits for all movies, revealing that the mature core shows a spot width of 295 nm, which is much larger than the 229 nm of the immature core. This expansion of 66 nm represents a lower limit, while further diffusion of the genome may be hindered by the surface-immobilized remainder of the capsid as shown in Figure  4a . To investigate the temporal evolution of the core expansion we plotted the fitted width of each frame as a function of time. Figure 5b shows that the expansion occurs directly after opening the capsid with the AFM probe and remains fairly constant afterward. The apparent width of the mature genome was more variable at the beginning of the observation, and became smaller after ~20 s, possibly suggesting photocleavage of mobile extended parts of the genome. 51
Discussion
Compared to cells, viruses contain 2 to 3 times less water 52 Our results show that the tightly packed core of the adenovirus expands after the final steps of uncoating. Ultimately, genome decondensation is crucial to grant access to components of the DNA/RNA metabolism machinery whose action is required for virus propagation. The temporally controlled decondensation of the viral genome might be a general feature of viruses to limit recognition of their genomes by innate and intrinsic immune factors. In the case of human adenovirus this involves endosomal and cytosolic DNA sensors that lead to inflammation and the production of interferon. 53 Understanding the dynamics of viral genome decondensation should therefore open new avenues to interfere with virus propagation. For example, it has been shown that inorganic transition metal complexes that cause condensation of viral dsDNA improve survival of adenovirus infected cells. 54 The transient and dynamic nature of uncoating presents a significant challenge for investigations at the molecular level. Ensemble experiments to monitor genome release have been performed with bacteriophages. 55 Genome release of human adenovirus has been measured in bulk by fluorescent detection of the genomes after thermal or chemical disruption of the capsids. 28, 45, 56 At the single particle level, DNA ejection has been visualized in bacteriophages and herpesviruses. 57, 58 Although AFM has been successful in imaging the disassembly of viral capsids 36, 59 , the release of the relatively soft and mobile nucleic acid molecules remained largely invisible in such experiments because AFM imaging demands an immobilized sample.
Nevertheless, our earlier AFM-only uncoating experiments on adenoviruses suggested that the core of the TS1 mutant retained a compact organization after capsid rupture as compared to the wild type core, which remained largely invisible. 36 Because AFM imaging does not allow discrimination between molecules that lack distinctive morphological features, an indisputable detection of the viral genome and its dynamics was not possible in these experiments.
Single molecule fluorescence allows specific tracking of DNA dynamics and provides a tool to visualize genome release. Tracking experiments of single viruses in cells have shown that the viral genome is already exposed to the cytosol before the capsid docks at the nuclear pore complex. 27 Viral genome accessibility measurements using click-chemistry demonstrated that early on during virus entry, the DNA is accessible to small organic probes, which implies that solutes from endosomes or the cytosol, such as ions can access the viral DNA. In vivo, the removal of the pentameric capsomers is initiated at the cell surface and continues in the endosomes. 25 Our slow unpacking experiments with the combined TIRF-AFM instrument are fully consistent with these observations by proving that the removal of only one capsomer sufficed to expose the viral dsDNA to the YOYO-1 molecules in the buffer.
Our fast unpacking experiments allow particle decapsulation and tracking of the genome release on the sub-second timescale. In vivo about 60 minutes pass between the uptake of the virus and DNA release into the nucleus. 27, [60] [61] [62] The disruption of the capsid at the nuclear pore complex likely happens much faster, owing to several virus uncoating and transport steps that are upstream of the nuclear pore complex, the site of capsid disruption. 17, 25, 63, 64 The main driver of capsid disassembly at the nuclear pore complex is the conventional kinesin motor 10 , which has a stepping time of about 10 ms. 65 The temporal resolution of our fast unpacking experiments could be realistically increased by an order of magnitude by performing faster force curves and using higher video frame rates. The unpacking experiments showed directly the differences in condensation between the mature and immature adenovirus cores. The mature core was more accessible to YOYO-1 molecules and showed a larger spreading after fast unpacking. The spatial expansion of the mature genome occurs immediately after unpacking which indicates that it is kept under stress when packed. Indeed, AFM measurements have shown a ≈20 % increase in the stiffness of mature adenovirus over the immature particle 28 , which suggests an internal pressure that is exerted by the confined genome. Interestingly, our measurements show that although the mature core expands more, it still retains a somewhat compact organization and does not completely unfold. Although this might be influenced by the affinity of the genome for the remaining surface-bound capsid proteins, it is intriguing that also tracking of single adenoviruses in infected cells showed that many uncoated viral genomes remained in the cytosol and did not enter the nucleus 27 . The altered organization of the viral core upon maturation most likely results from the cleavage of the core proteins. Follow-up experiments with labeled core proteins in combination with experiments that probe the condensing effects of the core proteins on DNA 66 may help to reveal the molecular details of this process. More structural details about the organization of the viral DNA may also be obtained by super resolution techniques that exploit the activation of the YOYO-1 dye after binding the DNA. 67 However, this would necessitate a change of experimental procedure to immobilize the viruses. The currently used mica limits the optical performance ( figure S2 ).
The reported expansion of the mature adenovirus genome might provide the mature core with the essential flexibility to pass through the narrow nuclear pore complex, which would contribute to infectivity. The uncoating of the adenovirus in vivo is more complicated than the AFM induced disassembly and involves a combination of chemical and mechanical cues that are spatially and temporally ordered. Our in vitro approach, with a controlled set of parameters, could be extended to further unravel the complexities of virus uncoating. Mechanical uncoating experiments could for example be performed under different chemical conditions and AFM pulling experiments 68 could be designed to mimic more closely the pulling force of the motor proteins at the nuclear pore complex or at the plasma membrane. 9, 10 The approach described here can be readily applied to study the uncoating processes of other viruses. An interesting application would be to test in vitro properties of artificial nanoparticles designed for drug delivery. The presented combination of single molecule fluorescence and AFM-unpacking technique, which can be performed under controlled environmental conditions, would allow monitoring drug release from engineered carriers by testing different chemical and mechanical conditions that mimic conditions in the targeted cellular environment.
Methods
Virus preparation
Wildtype HAdV-C2 and the mutant HAdV-C2_TS1 were grown in A549 (human lung carcinoma) and KB (HeLa-subclone) cells, respectively, and purified as previously described 25 .
Protein concentration of stock wild type virus was 1.7 µg/µl and that of TS1 0.13 µg/µl.
Wild-type (wt) particles and ts1 mutants were diluted from the stock solution to ≈2 ng/µl in Tris buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.1, 150 mM NaCl, 1mM MgCl 2 ) plus 10% glycerol and stored at -80ºC in single-sample aliquots of 20 µL.
Sample preparation
A very thin (∼ tens of µm) circular punched mica slice was glued with an optical adhesive to a coverslip. The refractive index of the optical adhesive (1.54, Norland products, NJ, USA) was chosen between that of mica (1.55-1.62) and the microscope coverslip (1.53) to ensure total internal reflection at the mica buffer interface.
One virus aliquot was diluted 4x in Tris buffer plus 5 mM NiCl 2 . 40 µl of this dilution was adsorbed onto the freshly cleaved mica for 10 minutes. The microscope coverslip was placed in its holder and mounted on the xy scanning stage of the AFM that was placed on top of a custom made inverted optical microscope. YOYO-1 (Life Technologies, CA, USA) was added to 300 nM to detect the release of DNA via fluorescence microscopy.
AFM scanning
The AFM head, scanning stage and electronics were from Asylum Research (MFP-3D, CA, USA). The AFM was mounted on top of a custom made inverted optical microscope. The a) The EM-CCD camera and the laser source (both at the right) are mechanically decoupled from the AFM to prevent the transmission of noise. The AFM head rests on the custom-made inverted microscope. A microscope coverslip that holds the sample is mounted onto the AFM xy-piezo stage, such that the AFM probe has access from above. Optical access is obtained from below through a TIRF objective. Excitation of the fluorescent molecules is performed by a 488 nm laser coupled into a single-mode fiber. After collimation of the fiber output, the laser beam is coupled into the path of the optical microscope. As a first mirror we use a closed-loop adjustable galvo mirror. Because this mirror is placed in a plane that is conjugate to the focal plane, we can adjust the angle of the excitation beam. The parts of the combined microscope indicated by the orange box rest on an active vibration isolation within an acoustic enclosure.
b) The cartoons depict the condensation states of the viral cores in mature and immature particles. The core in the immature particle is more condensed because the cleavage of the core proteins did not take place. AFM scans of both types of particles showed no topographical differences of the capsids. In both cases the icosahedral symmetry is clearly visible. The diameter and height of the viruses is 95 nm, the width in the AFM scans is exaggerated due to the tip-sample dilation effect. a) The first row shows the key AFM images of the fatigue experiment of a mature particle obtained in dynamic mode. The second row indicates the loss of the first penton in frame 7 with a circle. The ellipse in frame 17 shows the nucleation point for further disruption. The arrows indicate the direction of further disassembly in this experiment. After each AFM frame the scan was stopped, the excitation laser was switched on and 10 fluorescence images were recorded and averaged (third row). For the next AFM frame, the laser was turned off to limit bleaching of the YOYO-1 dye molecules. The time between consecutive images was 2 minutes. See also Movie S1. b) Evolution of the average height (left axis, black) and fluorescence emission (right axis, green) corresponding to the fatigue experiment. The loss of the initial penton in frame 7 leads to a small increase in fluorescence but not to a reduction in height. The rapid decrease of height at frame 17 signals the start of the complete disassembly, accompanied by a strong increase in fluorescence. 
